Year 6 – 2018
Commemorative
Cookbook
Set out below is a recipe template for a proposed year 6 cookbook. The plan is to print a small booklet with as
many recipes as we receive that 12 year olds love. The booklet should be available towards the end of the year
at a minimal cost.

So please think of your family’s favourite recipes! Recipes could be for snacks, light or main meals, side dishes,
salads, desserts, cakes, slices, biscuits, anything really. Main meal recipes could be meat, seafood or vegetarian,
noodles and pastas, pies, pasta bakes, curries etc. All recipes are welcome, no matter how simple or complex.
This is a parent rep organised publication and completely voluntary. However, the more recipes received the
better the cookbook will be! So please submit as many recipes as you like by email to the Year 6 parent rep at
Please email your recipes by the end of Term 2 IN THE FORMAT BELOW IN AN ATTACHED WORD
DOCUMENT. Recipes in this format are preferred as if all recipes are provided following the same template and
in Word it will make the job of sorting and laying out the recipes in a consistent format much easier. Looking
forward to some great recipes!

RECIPE TEMPLATE
Title: [eg Tasty Chicken Casserole, or Alicia’s Oodles of Noodles]
Serves

Blurb:

Method:

Say as little or as much as you like about the recipe
and why your child or family likes it. If your child
actually cooks it, you could say that here too.

[eg Preheat oven to 180 degrees fanforced.
Melt butter in pan, add chopped bacon etc…, mix
all ingredients. Cook until… Bake for xx minutes until…

eg ‘Our family loves this recipe! It is delicious with rice
and vegetables.’ or ‘Harry cooked these for school in
Term 1’ or ‘This is an old Women’s Weeky recipe. It’s
our favourite salad recipe if asked to ‘bring a plate’ …]

Hints:

Ingredients

eg ‘You can leave out the capsicum, add more bacon’,
‘Bake for a bit longer if it’s not brown yet’ etc.

• 1 large uncooked chicken
• 2 onions
• 80g mushrooms
• 50g butter
• 330g carton sour cream
• etc…
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